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A permulation x,, XI;.. . ;s,, of the elemenls of an n-element ordered set P is a linear e.rrension 
of P, if xl is minimal in UI =P and, for each ir I, Si+, is minimal in U,, , = U;- {.v;}. This linear 
extension of P is said to be greedy if, after each step i, -vi+ 1 E {somin Ui,, Ix>q;), if there is 
one; otherwise just Si+ 1 E min Vi+ 1. Greedy linear extensions play a natural role in the study of 
the jump number of P. This note is inspired by the problem - still unsettled - of describing the 
ordered sets for which each greedy linear extension is optimal (for the jump number). 
1. Introduction 
Typically, a linear extension {xi <x,< .e+ <x,,} of an n-element ordered set P is 
constructed according to an algorithm which starts with a minimal element xl of P, 
proceeds one element at a time, to delineate the total ordering xi <x1< ... <x,, en- 
ding with a maximal element x, of P. A permutation xlrxZl . . ..x., of the elements 
of P determines a linear extension of P, if xl is chosen from among the minimal 
elements of U, = P and, for each iz 1, xi+, is chosen from among the minimal 
elements of the up set 
r/j+, = r/j- {x;} 
for i= 1,2,..., n - 1. So xi E min U, for i= 1,2, . . . , n. Let f.(P) stand for the set of 
all linear extensions of P. 
A rather particular algorithm for constructing a linear extension of an n-element 
ordered set is this. Choose xl E min U, and after each step i, choose 
Xj+lE{XEmin Ui+lJX>Xi}, 
if there is one; otherwise just choose 
Xi+ i E min U;, 1. 
A linear extension xi <x1< . ..<x., constructed in this way is called a greedy 
linear extension. In effect, after each step i, the algorithm is predisposed to selecting 
~,+~Ernin U;+, which, in P, is greater than xi. Let G(P) stand for the set of all 
greedy linear extensions of P. 
Greedy linear extensions play an important role in certain single processor 
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scheduling problems. For instance, suppose a single processor is to execute a set of 
tasks one at a time; technological constraints in the form of precedence constraints 
prohibit the start of certain tasks until some other tasks are already completed. A 
task executed just after one which is not constrained to precede it entails some addi- 
tional cost: it requires a ‘jump’. Formally, for L E L(P), set 
.s(P,L)=l{(a,b)~PxPla covers b in L and a~?:6 in P}( 
the number of jumps of L. (See Fig. 1.) Also, put 
s(P) = min{s(P, L) 1 L E L(P)} 
the jump number of P. Call a linear extension L of P optimal if s(P, L) =s(P). Let 
O(P) stand for the set of all optimal linear extensions of P. (See Fig. 2.) 
It is not hard to see that, for any finite ordered set P 
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and 0. Cogis and M. Habib [2] have observed that for any series-parallel ordered 
set P, 
G(P) c O(P). 
Our first principal result is this. 
Theorem 1. Let P be a finite ordered set which contains no subset isomorphic to 
any C, (n 12) [see Fig. 31, Then O(P) c G(P). 
We give the proof itself in Section 2. The ordered set P illustrated in Fig. 2 con- 
tains the subset {a, b, d, e,f} s C2; its linear extension L., is optimal but not greedy. 
On the other hand, the ordered set illustrated in Fig. 4 has a unique optimal linear 
extension which is also a greedy linear extension. Therefore, it satisfies the conclu- 
sion of the theorem. Still, it contains a subset isomorphic to C,. Thus, the converse 
of Theorem 1 does not hold. 
Call an ordered set P greedy if G(P) G O(P). The problem to characterize greedy 
ordered sets is still open (cf. 0. Cogis [l]). It is known, for instance, that P is greedy 
provided that it is N-free - that is, P contains no four-element subset {a, b, c, d} z N 
in which c covers d (I. Rival [4]). Each of the ordered sets N, K, C,, W illustrated 
in Figs. 1,2,3 and 5 contains an N; note though, that the ordered set of Fig. 6 is 
N-free and hence it is greedy. In fact, if P is N-free then G(P) = O(P). (In particular 
this equality holds for any series-parallel ordered set P.) 
For an ordered set P we have introduced L(P), the set of all linear extensions, 
G(P), the set of all greedy linear extensions, and O(P), the set of all optimal linear 
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extensions. We consider yet another type of linear extension which like the greedy 
linear extension is constructed step by step. Unlike the greedy linear extension the 
algorithm need not necessarily start with a minimal element. If al is noncom- 
parable to 6, in P= PI, then we can construct the partial extension Pz = P, (a, > 6,) 
- the transitive closure of PU {a, > b, }. Let a2 be noncomparable to b2 in P2 and 
construct P3 = P2(a,> b,). As long as P is finite this procedure will produce a se- 
quence P= P,, Pz, . . . , P,,, = L of partial extensions which must terminate in a linear 
extension of P. (See Fig. 7.) 
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We are interested in those linear extensions constructed from sequences of partial 
extensions which use ‘critical pairs’ for the ‘jumps’. Let a, b be noncomparable 
elements of an ordered set P. Call the ordered pair (a, 6) a criticalpair (in P) if each 
x<a satisfies x<b and if each y>b satisfies y>a. (See Fig. 8.) Critical pairs 
abound. For instance, if CI is noncomparable to b in a finite ordered set P, take 
a’Emin{xEPlxla and x%b} 
and then 
b’Emax{yEPlyzb and yea’}. 
Then (a’, b’) is a critical pair in P. Another example is this: if a is noncomparable 
to b, a is minimal and b is maximal, then (a, b) is a critical pair. We construct a 
b (a,b) is a critical pair 
Fig. 8. 
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linear extension of a finite ordered set P as follows. Let P, = P. For ir 1 choose 
(a;, bj) a critical pair in Pi and set Pi+, = P;(ui>bi). This produces a sequence 
P=P,, Pl,..., P,,, = L of partial extensions of P which must terminate in a linear ex- 
tension. We call such a linear extension a critical pair linear exfension. Let C(P) 
stand for the set of all critical pair linear extensions of P. 
Theorem 2. Ler P be a finite N-free ordered set. Then C(P) G G(P). 
We give the proof in Section 3. 
It is tempting to conjecture that every greedy linear extension L of an arbitrary 
ordered set P has at least one jump (a, b) which is a critical pair: this is false (see 
Fig. 9). 
The labelled linear extension f. has 
no jump which is a critical pair of P. 
L is, in addition, optimal and greedy. 
P is itself series-parallel. 
Fig. 9. 
Moreover, if P is not N-free, then there may be a critical pair linear extension 
which is not greedy, even if P itself is greedy. For instance, if P= P, = W, as in Fig. 
5, then Pz = P,(e>d) is a partial extension and (e, d) is a critical pair of P. Also 
(a, b) is a critical pair in Pz and P3 = Pz(u> 6) is a partial extension which cannot, 
however, lead to a greedy linear extension of P. 
Call an ordered pair (a, 6) of elements of P an admissible edge of P if a covers 
b and there is L E O(P) such that a covers b in L, too. The motivation for our final 
result is this observation: for every (I, b E P a covers b, there is L E G(P) such that 
a covers b in L (cf. Proposition in Section 4). 
Theorem 3. Lel a cover b in a finite ordered set P. Then (a, b) is an admissible edge 
provided thul (a, 6) is not contained in any lubelled subset isomorphic or dually 
isomorphic to N(u, b), Y(u, b), and C&I, b) (nz2) (see Fig. 10). 
By a lubelled subset isomorphic to S(u, 6) we mean a subset S of P containing a, 
6, where a covers b in P, such that SzS(u, b) and a, b play the same role in S as 
they do in S(u, b), that is, the isomorphism assigns a, be S to a, bES(u, b), respec- 
tively. Notice that each of N(u, b), Y(u, b) and C,(u, b) contain an N. In particular, 
it follows from this theorem that if P is N-free, then each ordered pair (a, b) of 
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Fig. 10. 
elements of P, such that a covers b in P, is an admissible edge of P. Note that the 
ordered set obtained from C,,(a, b) by identifying a with al and b with 6, contains 
a labelled subset isomorphic to N(a, b) as long as n > 2. Also, note that the pair (a, 6) 
is not admissible in N(a, b) and Y(a, b), while it is in C,,(a, b). 
We give the proof of this theorem in Section 4. 
2. Interchanging chains 
Let a, b E P and let L E L(P). If a> b in P we also write a> b(P) and so if a> b 
in P but a> b in L we write a;b b(P) and a> b(L). For a covers b we write a > b. 
Unless b is the greatest element of L, let u,Jb) stand for that element of L which 
covers b in L and, unl’ess a is the least element of L, let IL(a) stand for that element 
of L which is covered by a in L. 
A linear extension L of a finite ordered set P can be expressed as the linear sum 
C,@Cz@ ... oc,, 
of chains Ci in P so chosen that in P, sup&‘, is noncomparable to inf&+, , that is, 
W&i+ I, SUP&i) 
is a jump of L, Now, fix some i, setting a=inf&+, and b=sup&. Let 
Ci+,={a=a, <az< .a. <a,} and C;={b=b, >bz> .** >b,}. Let 
A={a=a,<a,< .-- <ak,}CCj+, 
be maximal with respect to a,,,2 6, and let 
B={b=b, >bz> ... >b,,}~C; 
be maximal with respect to brsa. Now, set 
L(a/b)=C,O...OCi-IO(Ci-B)OAOBO(C,+I-A)O 
Ci+z@ **- @Cm. 
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As long as L(a/b) is a linear extension of P we call it a chain interchange of L. These 
are the salient features of L(a/b) (I. Rival [4]): 
(i) L(a/b) E L(P) unless there is 1 <is k’ and 1 <jl I’ such that ai > bj(P) (that 
is, {a;- 1, ~i, bj, bj- I} z:N. 
(ii) Zf P is N-free, LEG(P), and L(a/b) E L(P), then L(a/b) E G(P). 
(iii) s(P, L(a/b)) I s(P, L) and, in particular, s(P, L(a/b)) <s(P, L) if 
SUppCi- I < U(P) and I’= I, or else, if infpCi+z > b(P) and k’ = k. 
For L, L’E L(P) we write L --) L’ if L’ is obtained from L by a sequence of chain 
interchanges. (See Fig. 11.) 
;yj; j 1; H, 
N Lo LI = Lo(d/c) L2 = L,(b/a) 
Lo-‘Lz; LoEG(N)-O(N); L2~G(N)fTO(N);s(P,Lo)=2=s(P,L,)>s(P,Lz)=I=s(P) 
Fig. I I. 
Let L E L(P) and let a> b(L). Let d,(a, b) stand for the number of jumps bet- 
ween a and b in L, that is, 
d,(a,b)=J{a’,b’)EPxP1b~b’<a’<a(L) and b’Su’(P)}I. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let P be a finite ordered set which contains no subset isomor- 
phic to C, (n L 2) and let L E O(P). 
Let L $ G(P). Then there are elements a > b(P) such that x<a(P) implies XI b(L) 
(from which it follows that (a, IL(a)) is a jump of L) and (uL(b), 6) is a jump of L. 
Fixing b, we may choose a E P to be the least such element of L satisfying these pro- 
perties. Note that the dual of a greedy linear extension need not be a greedy linear 
extension of the dual of the ordered set; in particular, a and b are not dual to each 
other nor are they symmetric, for purposes of this proof. 
Now, construct a linear extension L, of P by a sequence of chain interchanges 
satisfying 
dL,(a, b) = min{d18(a, 6) 1 L + L’ and (uLt(b), b) is a jump of L’}. 
Evidently, LI E O(P), too, since, if L+ L’, then s(P, L’)ls(P, L)=s(P), so 
s(P, L’)=s(P). In addition, (a, IL,(a)> and (uL,(b), 6) are jumps. In particular, 
d&z, b) r 2. For simplicity we write 
L,=***@C,@***@C,@**- 
where each Cj is a chain in P, SUppCig inf&+ r(P), b E C,, and a E C,,. Evidently, 
nr3, b=sup,C1 and a=inf&. In view of the minimality of dL,(a, b) there must 
be x,yc P satisfying XE C,, a>y> b(L,), and x>y(P). Let 
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a, =infp{xE C,,Ix>y(P) for some a>y>b(L,)}. 
Then, let 
b,=infl{ygL, ly<a,(P) and bcy(L,)}. 
Obviously, 6, = infpci, for some 1 <i, <n, and, in view of the choice of a, 
blsb,(P). Note that according to the construction, if x<b,(P), then xl!@,). 
Again, by the minimality of d,,(a, 6) there must exist x,ye P, 
XEC~,,~EC~, l~i<i,, such that x>y(P). Set 
a2 = infp{xe Ci, 1 x>y(P) for some y E C;, 15 i< i, } 
and then set 
bz=inf~{yELly<az(P),yECi, lSi<i,}. 
As above, b2 = infpCiz for some 1 Si,< i, . If i2 = 1, then {a, a,, ~2, bi, b2} G C2, 
which is forbidden. Otherwise, we can repeat this construction to obtain a decreas- 
ing sequence 
1 =i,<i,-,< . ..<i.<i,=n 
of indices and elements UI, b,,uz, b2, . . ..a., 6, satisfying bj < uj(P), bj, 
Uj+lECi,,j=1,2,**., t - 1, al E C, and a, EC,. From this construction it follows 
that there are no further comparabilities among the elements, a, at, b,, uz, b2, . . . . 
u,,b, and, so, {a,ai,bi,a2,&,..., a,, 6,) = C,. This is a contradiction. Cl 
3. Critical pairs . 
For XE P, let D(x) stand for the down set {y E Plysx}. Call XE P accessible if 
D(x) is a chain in P (cf. M.H. El-Zahar and J.H. Schmerl [3]). It is natural to call 
a chain C in P a greedy chain if sup& is a maximal accessible element of P. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 it is convenient to establish this. 
Lemma 1. For any noncompuruble elements a, b of a finite ordered set P there is 
L E G(P) such that a> b(L) and dL(u, b) = 1. 
Proof. Note that an ordered set with a unique maximal accessible element must itself 
be a chain. For, if x and y are noncomparable elements and minimal with this pro- 
perty then x and y are accessible elements. 
Put P’=D(u)UD(b). As each L’ E G(P’) can be extended in a natural way to 
L E G(P) it suffices to prove this Lemma assuming that P=P’. Now, let 
L’=C,@C2@--0oc,, 
be a greedy linear extension of P in which the number of jumps in L’ below a is max- 
imum. (Intuitively, avoid u US long us possible.) Let a E Ci. Then, it follows that Ci 
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is the unique maximal chain of accessible elements in the subset UJ’=iCjt whence 
Uin_iCj must be a chain. In other words, i=n and a’=suprL’. NOW, choose 
L, E G(P) satisfying a=supL, L, and the number of jumps below b is maximum. 
(Avoid b as long as possible.) Let 
L, =D,@D,@ ... @D,,, 
and suppose that beDi. Then Di is the unique maximal chain of accessible 
elements in @;’ Dj and therefore i=m - 1. 0 
While we shall need to apply only this Lemma to prove Theorem 2 there are several 
related remarks that seem of independent interest. 
A suggestive formulation of Lemma 1 is this. If P is a finite greedy ordered set, 
then for any noncomparable elements a, b there is L E O(P) such that a> b(L) and 
dL(a, b)= 1. In this form the converse of this statement fails (see Fig. 12). 
P is not greedy and yet for any noncomparable pair CI, b of elements of P there is an optimal 
linear extension L such that o>b(L) and dL(u. b)= 1. 
Fig. 12. 
Another question is this. Can the linear extension L in Lemma 1 be chosen op- 
timal? No. The elements, a, b in the ordered set P illustrated in Fig. 4 cannot be 
in ‘consecutive’ chains of an optimal linear extension of P. (This ordered set P has 
a unique optimal linear extension.) 
Lemma 1 can, however, be generalized in some ways. 
Lemma 2. If P is a finite N-free ordered set, then for any antichain {a,, a?, . . . , a,,,} 
in P there is L E G(P) (and hence L E O(P)) such that aI <aI< .a. <a,,,(L) and 
dL(a,,ad=dr(az, a,)= ... =&(a,,-,, a,,,)= 1. 
Proof. Choose a greedy chain C, of P which contains no ai (if one such exists). 
Choose C’, a greedy chain of P- UT:,l Cj which contains no a;. In this way we 
constructadownsetDofP-{a,,az,...,a,,,} forwhichL=C,@C$@...isagreedy 
linear extension and for which there is L/EC(P) such that L’I D=L. (Intuitively, 
construct a greedy linear extension of P which avoids each at as long as possible.) 
Now, to continue the construction of a suitable greedy linear extension of P, observe 
that any chain C greedy in 1-l 
D;=D(at)- c U D(aj)UD ‘=, > 
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is actually greedy in 
D’= P-D. 
If C is not greedy in D’, then let Cc C’ be a greedy chain in D’. Let d= sup& and 
let b E C’ such that b > d. Then d< Ui. Let c E D(Ui) be chosen such that c > d(P) 
and there is a~ D(ui) satisfying u < c (C is greedy.) As C’ is greedy in D’, u~b; so, 
{a, c, d, 6) zN, which is a contradiction. To complete the construction we continue 
from L by constructing a greedy chain D, of D(a,) - D. Evidently, a, ED,, in view 
of the construction of D, and, in particular, D(u,) - D c D, . Construct 0; a greedy 
chain of 
i- I 
P-DU U Djs 
J=I 
Again, by the construction of D, Din {a,, aI, . . . , ui} = 0. The resulting linear exten- 
sion of 
I?, 
DUUDj 
j= I 
can then be extended to a greedy linear extension of P with the desired 
properties. 0 
This Lemma does not hold for ordered sets which are not N-free. For instance, 
there is no greedy linear extension of the ordered set W illustrated in Fig. 5 which 
satisfies the conclusions of the Lemma with a, =d, CQ=C and a3 =e. Nevertheless, 
one aspect of Lemma 2 does hold in general. 
Lemma 3. Let P be a finite ordered set and let A be an m-element antichain in P. 
Then there is L E G(P) and a lubelling A = {a,, al, . . . , a,,,} such that 
Proof. Construct the down set D of P and the linear extension L = C, @C,@ a.. of 
D, just as in the proof of Lemma 2. Note that every greedy chain of P- D contains 
some ai. Let D, be a greedy chain of P-D. Obviously, there is i, E { 1,2, . . . , m} 
such that ai, ED, . Construct Dj a greedy chain of 
i- I 
P,=P-DU IJDj. 
J=I 
Then each of D,, Dz, .., , D,,, must contain some a,. Suppose Din {a,, uz, . . . , a,,,} = 0 
and let i be the least index with this property. We may suppose that the Uj’s are so 
labelled (possibly after relabelling) that Uj E Dj for each j = 1,2, . . . , i - 1. Note that, 
for each 1 <j<i, and for each XE D;, U~XX. If also, XZU~ for each XE Dj and each 
1 ~j< i, then there is 0; G D;G P-D a greedy chain in P-D which contains none 
ofq,Qz,...,u ,,,’ Suppose then that there is XE Di and 1 ~j<i such that x>aj. Let 
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d=SUp,{yEDiIyTUj, for every 15_jli} and let Ei={y~Di~y~d}. Then, either 
Ei can be extended to a greedy chain containing some ak, k2 i, or else to a greedy 
chain in P-D containing no ak, kr i, in which case we would have included it 
earlier in the construction. Finally, the chains containing the ai can be extended 
to greedy chains of P to construct a greedy linear extension of P. •i 
Proof of Theorem 2. We must verify two items. Let P be a finite N-free ordered 
set and let (a, b) be a critical pair of P. 
(a) There is LEG(P) such that a > b(L). 
(b) P(a > b) is N-free. 
To establish (a) choose L E G(P) according to Lemma 1 such that a> b(L) and 
d,(a, b) = 1. Since (a, b) is a critical pair it follows that b = I,(a). 
Suppose P(a > b) contains an N, say, {U < c, c > d, d < u, u g LJ} 5 N. Obviously, 
one of these covering relations must be a > 6. For instance, if a=c and d=b, then 
ucd, since (a, b) is a critical pair. If a=c and b= u, say, then d<u although c > d. 
The last case is similar. 0 
Let us note that the condition (b) in the proof of Theorem 2 does not hold if ‘N- 
free’ is replaced by ‘series-parallel’ (see Fig. 13). In other words, an ‘induction’ for 
series-parallel ordered sets could not have worked. 
a 
(a, b) critical pair 
P(a > b) 
P(a> b) is not series-parallel 
but it is N-free. 
Fig. 13. 
4. Admissible edges 
With respect to greedy linear extensions every edge is ‘admissible’. We cast this 
more precisely as follows. 
Proposition. Let a > b in a finite ordered set P. Then there is L E G(P) such that 
a > b(L). 
Proof. Suppose there is a maximal accessible element XE P such that bfx. Then 
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D(x) is a chain and by induction on If 1 there is L E G(P-D(x)) such that a > b(L), 
whence D(x)@L E G(P) and, of course, a > b(D(a)@L). Otherwise each maximal 
accessible element of P passes through b. In particular, there is a unique maximal 
accessible element in D(o), D(a) itself, which must be an (accessible) chain. Finally, 
choose any L E G(P-D(a)) and note that D(u)@L E G(P) and a > b(D(u)@L). Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall show that any optimal linear extension can be 
transformed by a sequence of chain interchanges into one in which a > b provided 
that the edge (a, b) is not contained in a labelled subset isomorphic or dually isomor- 
phic to N(u, b), Y(u, 6) and C,,(u, b), n 22. To this end let Lot 0(P) and let L, be 
so chosen that 
We may suppose that dL,(u, b)> 0. Let 
L, =C,@C&.-.@C,,, 
be a representation of L, by chains Ci such that sup&isinf&;+ , . 
Suppose first that dL,(u, b) = 1. Then a, b belong to consecutive chains of L, say 
UEG,,, and ~EC;. If b<sup& and infpCj+,<u, then {b, supPCi, inf,Ci,.,,u} 
zN(u, 6), in view of the minimality of dL,(u, b). Suppose that u=infpCi+, . Again 
there must be a, E C’i+ ,, uI >inf,C;+ , , b, E Ci, b, <sup&, such that aI >b,(P). As 
u > b(P) it follows that 6<6,. In particular, {b, 6,, suppCi, a, a,} = Y(u, 6). The 
case b= sup& leads to the construction of a labelled subset isomorphic to 
Y(u, 6)“, the dual of Y(u, b). (Of course, the case a= infpCj+ , and b= sup& is 
precluded in view of the condition d,,(u, b)>O.) 
We may suppose that d,,(u, b)> 1. For convenience again, let us suppose that 
L,= ...~C,OC~~...~C,,,~... 
where b E C,, UE C,,!, and dL,(u, b) =I77 - 1. Note that either UP/~(U)(P) or 
uL(b)S b(P), for otherwise {IL(u), a, 6, u,(b)} EN@, 6). Let us suppose then that 
(a, I&)) is a jump in L. 
Suppose there are elements x E C,,,, y E C’;, 1 <i< IV, such that x> a, x>y(P) and 
6, y are noncomparable in P. Let al be the least such element, that is, 
a, =inf,{xfzC,,, 1 x>u, x>y(P) for some VtzC;, 
1 <;<I??, and 6, y are noncomparable in P}. 
Let 
Then 
b, =infl,{yEL, ly<u,(P), b<y(L), and b<y(P)}. 
b, = infpC, 
for some 1 < il cm. Let 
U,=infP{xE C;, )u<X(P) for some YECj:, 1 Si,<i,}. 
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(Such an element a, must exist for otherwise a sequence of chain interchanges 
would exist to violate the minimality of dL,(a, 6).) Also, let 
b2=inf,,{yEL, Iy<a2(P)*yECi, lsi<ir}. 
Again 
b2 = inf,C, 
where lsiz<i,. If &=I, then 
(6, b,, &,a, a,, ~21 sW7,b). 
Otherwise, we iterate this construction to produce elements a,, al, . . ..a.,, 
b,, 62, . . . . b,, of P which together with a, b yield a labelled subset of P isomorphic 
to C,,(a, 6). 
We may now suppose that whenever y<x for XE C,,, and y E C, 1 ci<m, then 
bsy. We define subsets Ai of C,,, for each i= I, 2, . . . . m- I, by 
A;= {xEC,,, IX>SUP&, (P) and XZSUpC’ (P), for j>i}, 
and 
,n I 
A”=C,,I- U Aj. 
/=I 
Then set 
and 
L’ = ... @D(b)f7Ao@D, @LIZ@ -.. @D,,,@ ... . 
As P cannot contain a labelled subset isomorphic to Y(u, b) it follows that L’ is a 
linear extension of P, too. Note that, if XE C,,, and x>y(P), YE Ci, i<m, say, but 
XZSUP&;(P), then {(I, b,s,y,suppCj}~ Y(u, 6). Also, if i<j andyECjnDj,.zECj 
withy<z(P), then b<y(P) and {a, b,y, Z,X} z Y(u, b) where seAi. Obviously it is 
optimal and a > b(L’). Moreover, it is an easy matter to construct a sequence of 
chain interchanges to verify L, -+ L’. For instance, if k=sup{iIAj#O} =m then the 
first chain interchange gives 
. ..Oc.Oc,O...Oc,,,-zO(C,,,-~,,,)O(C,,,-IU~,,,)O... 
and if k<m, then 
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